
Marea ABS (Similar for Multipla)
(Thanks Santtu from Finland)

Rear Wheel Bearing Replacement

When you buy the hub and bearing (its one piece) make sure that you have a new hub 
nut (£1.60) and a 32mm socket!

Tools Required
Jack & Wheel Brace
Axle Stand
12mm Ring Spanner
Flat Blade Screw Driver
32mm Socket & Ratchet
Torque Wrench

Estimated Time 20 mins
Very Straight Forward - USE A NEW NUT

1. Jack the car up, remove the wheel and put onto axle stands - DO NOT attempt this 
job on the jack as you will later find out.
2. Take the brake drum off (you may not need to take the disc off on a HGT) by 
undoing the two cone headed bolts with a 12mm ring spanner.
3. If the drum is a bit stuck try gently levering each side with a screwdriver - then 
realise you have left the handbrake on and need to take it off!
4. Prise off the hub cap - I used a long flat screwdriver to get behind it and tapped it 
off.
5. You now need to undo the hub nut. This requires a 32mm socket and is 
EXTREMELY tight and you need all your strength to undo it and this is one of the 
reasons you always do this job on axle stands as if you are on a jack only you may 
come off it.
6. Once the nut is undone - I used a torque wrench and bar to get it off - the spacer 
washer should slide off followed by the hub and bearing. If not use some long nose 
pliers to pull out.
Postscript – The old hub might not slide off easily and may need some persuasion. 
‘cmoggy’
7. Clean everything up, smear a bit of grease on the new seals and slide the new hub 
and bearing back on and put the spacer washer back on.
8. Now put the NEW hub nut on and tighten to 210lb-ft - this is why it was so damn 
tight to start with! My torque wrench goes to 180 so I just went a bit tighter!
9. Put everything back on in reverse sequence and lower the car. Job done.
By Santtu Miinalainen Finland

Found here http://www.bravo-guide.co.uk/fix-a-bravo.htm#brakes


